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SIMPLY MEANINGFUL VIDEO.

FRONTIER

FEATURE MANIFEST
• Tailor-made for multi-location deployments 

• Infinitely scalable cloud intelligence 

• Powerful Apple M2 Base Station hardware 

• Effortless installation 

• Revolutionary user experience 

• Leverages existing cameras – IP and analog 

• Attractive pay-as-you-go pricing 

Frontier is Dragonfruit’s revolutionary video AI platform 
purpose-built for multi-location enterprises. It’s comprised of 
three breakthrough products – Video Management, Visual 
Intelligence, and Digital Investigations. Frontier takes video 
management and AI analytics to new heights with the world’s 
most powerful Base Station, most advanced cloud intelligence, 
and simplest installation and configuration. Connect hundreds 
of sites with a single console and add award-winning analytics 
à la carte. No matter where you're located, Frontier can help 
you experience a new horizon in video AI. 

Built for Multi-location Enterprises 

Hardware Included  |  Optimized for Low Bandwidth 

ALL-IN-ONE VIDEO AI SOLUTION FOR  
RETAIL / VENUES / ENTERPRISES / CAMPUSES 



Dragonfruit AI is retail’s first massively-scalable video AI solution, combining consumer-
grade usability with enterprise-grade capability. Our revolutionary Frontier platform is 
comprised of three breakthrough products – Video Management, Visual Intelligence, and 
Forensic Investigations – and delivers patented, award-winning technology to multi-
location enterprises. The hybrid solution is designed for bandwidth-constrained 
environments, and powers instant-on advanced analytics priced by consumption. Our 
flexibility, customizability, and effortless deployment help companies seamlessly transform 
their video data into business intelligence.
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DIGITAL INVESTIGATIONS
VIDEO SEARCH: Quickly find people or vehicles using powerful AI filters 

AI FAST FORWARD: Condense hours of video into minutes to expedite video 
review by 10-100x 

REDACTION: Automatically redact detected objects in a video clip; by object, 
not frame-by-frame 

LPR: Read and report vehicle license plates using existing cameras

VIDEO MANAGEMENT

VISUAL INTELLIGENCE

LIVE VIEW: Low-latency video streaming; view events as they happen 

VIDEO WALL: Central visibility across all locations with customizable wall 

LOCAL STORAGE: Your choice of on-device or NAS 

CLOUD STORAGE: Unlimited cloud video retention available 

COUNTS: Get metrics on how many people/vehicles are going through your space 

HEAT MAPS: Visualize movement patterns of people/vehicles 

OCCUPANCY: Understand how many people are in a space at a given time 

DASHBOARDS: View business metrics on how your space is being utilized with 
graphs, plots, and charts 


